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In partnership with our students, faculty, staff, parents, and the community, Essex County Public Schools is committed to creating 
Pathways to Excellence by promoting a positive, student-focused culture striving for continuous improvement that meets the academic, 

athletic, artistic, and career-occupational needs of all our students by guiding, inspiring, celebrating, and teaching our students as we equip 
them to meet the challenges of a global society. 

 

Greetings, 

 

Another year is upon us and I want to take this opportunity to say welcome back to our veteran teachers, 

and to our new teachers, welcome and we are glad you are here. I hope that each of you was able to find 

some time to relax and enjoy family and friends over the summer break.  

 

As we gear up for another successful school year, I wanted to take the time to let you know how 

incredibly proud I am of each one of you and the passion and dedication that you bring to work every 

day. Your role is extremely important as it will either propel our students forward or pull them back. 

Your character will resonate in them as they watch you and learn from you each day. Your words, your 

manners, and your message will constantly affect their existence. You will be at the center of their lives 

during a time of critical development and growth.  

 

Your role will make a difference. Your purpose will prevail, and you will be an integral part of their 

future. You will also hold a piece of their history. You will leave a lasting imprint on their hearts and in 

their minds. Every student you teach will be greatly influenced by your daily decisions, your reactions, 

and your intentions.  

 

Every day that you go to work, I hope you can remind yourself that you are not teaching a class, but 

rather a group of unique individuals with different needs, dreams, fears and faults. May you stretch hard 

and reach far to touch each child’s life with a loving hand and a tender heart.  

 

I know your job is exhausting. You are human. Parents and administration, at times, expect too much 

from you. I understand the pressure to perform. I know you can’t do it all but, I also know that you have 

chosen to lead and educate kids, and the passion that inspired that choice still lives in you. Don’t let 

anything or anyone put that fire out. Your students are depending on the light that it exudes.  

 

I will be praying for it to keep burning within you every day. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jacob A. Plummer 

Chair 

Essex County School Board 
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